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Tradition one 

This article was written by Bo S., a member of the 

World Service Board of Trustees, in November 1983. 

It represents his views at the time of writing. 

The Twelve Traditions sections of the White Booklet 
and our Basic Text contain lines about vigilance and 
the ties which bind us together. We have been 
discovering a great deaJ about these things in the last 
rew years as individuals and as a fellowship. 

We are finding that it Is easier to avoid a tradition 

violation than it is to do anything much about it once 
such a violation has occurred. The reason for this 
lies in the spiritual nature of our program. The 
traditions aren't laws with jail sentences or legal 
penalties for violations. They are every bit as spiritual 
as our steps. What happens when we violate the 
principles of one of our Twelve Steps? We hurt! And 
so do those around us. Following the principles in 
our traditlons is a way to stop hurting. Being a part of 

our local fellowship and NA as a whole, something 
we say before we address an NA meeting, gives us a
sense of identity and security we have usually done 
without for a long time when we get here. As we 
grow in recovery, live our steps and Increasingly 
function as a part of the NA Fellowship, our unity 
gives us peace. 

The Twelve TradltJons could well be called the 
"Twelve Essemlals" because it would be Impossible 
to Imagine NA without them. We would quickly 
become involved In Issues which have nothing to do 
with recovery and In place of our primary purpose 
being to help the suffering addict, we would have a 
bureaucratic nightmare. The reason this w�I never 
happen is that you can't have the controls on a 
spiritual fellowship of recovering addicts required to 
truly violate them. White the parts may suffer. the 
wt\clQ will s:ucvivo and live to bottor dny-G, To violate a 
tradition is to take a step away from NA, and for any 

of our members pain and misery follow quickly. The 
ollly thing we can do is to tum around and come 
back. There will always be those who understand 
and want to help. We have to stay In touch with the 
whole. 

We're all in this together and each of us is as 
lmpartant as the rest We need to remember that we 
are involved with the process of learning to live 

without drugs. Our difficulties are compounded 
when we get sidetracked on issues which make us 
forget our personal need for help or our abUlty to help 
others. We addicts are great ones for getting caught 
up in problems which don't directly concern us. and 
we seem to have a characteristic fascination with 
taking sides. 

Our First Step in recovery gives us a chance to get 
in touch with the fact that we lack the power to 
manage our lives and our First Tradition points to the 
fact that our best chance for survival Hes with the 
group and not by going it alone. When we are critical 
of others or get our feelings hurt. we rebet and forget 
that we can give our very best to any situation before 
us by applying the principles of the Twefve Steps ot 

NA We can surrender. ask for help, take our own 
inventory, allow defects to be removed, make 

amends. admit fault. pray, meditate and enjoy a 
spiritual awakening complete with principles and a 
renewed Interest in the welfare of others who suffer 
like we do. Our criticisms and hurt feelings make us 

imagine that we are greater or lesser than someone. 
The pain which comes from these feelings requires 
us to make peace with our group in some way so that 
we can get on with our recoveries. 

Because of the nature of our program, we often 
have to accept things which seem to go agaJnst 
common sense. Only through conscious contact 
with a Power greater than ourselves can we hope to 
accept some of these things. Many living problems. 
group problems and problems affecting our unity 
seem to have no solution untit we can accept them 
as a reality over which we have no controC 
whatsoever. Then, at last. we can truly ask for help 

with an open mind. Because of the love we have tor 
one another, w� sometlmes have to let a member 
who is causing problomv go on in thoir dlffloutty In 
hopes that they will fn time come to see their lnablllty 
to manage the affairs of NA at any level. Only In 



extreme cases Is some sort of group action taken. 
None of us are perfect people so it Is general(§ 
thought best to stay well back from games of�
manlpulatlon or contrdl. Some of the changes we go 
through as groups or members take a while for us to 
become able to see a remedy. During these periods, 
our feelings of unity may suffer. We can get so 
caught up In things that It seems Irrelevant to take the 
simplest viewpoint. We can feel powerful and fall to 
error that way, or feel that we are the only ones 
experiencing dlfflculty coming to tenns with things 
the way they are and fall pray to the same error: 
namely, we stop commii,icatlng our rem feelings. 
We build a house of cards which always falls In on us. 
Cut oft from the relief we should be findi1g at�, 
meetings. we seek to reinforce our own'slck posltlon 
by persuading others to our point of view�. We seem 
to forget the effects we may � having on others.
Meanwhile, NA goes on. Just as there can be no 
conflict between spiritUal principles. there can be no 
reai conflict between spiritual peopf e. Appaarances 
to the side, all we can engage In as members of NA Is 
lovers' quarrels and most of the suffering comes from 
different viewpoints or differences of Information. It Is 
naturat to want to side with our friends. We can aiso, 
for the sake of unity, examine the �er �•�s

polnt of vi&'N and achieve some � We can 
learn to hold our tongues when we� speak, 
badly of another member: The old saying iove will 
find a way" seems to appty here, but for our purposes 
our love must be very real to carry us througb. 

It Is Impossible to address unity without addrassjng 
feelings. Too often we have seen members shroud 
themselves In my&tery and evasive action, when they 
could be enjoying themselves. Going against any 
one of the traditions affects the ways members feel 
about their program. When any of our members feel 
that NA Is not 1or reat• their surrender Is threatened 
and they may be cut off from the help they need to 
stay clean, Stay happy, and stay alive. Thesif'.' 
members are often on the sidelines and hear·
disturblng acet ssatlons and justifications which make 
them question the aptrttuaJ nature of Oll' basic· 
message at recovery from addicllcln. They may not 
stay around to see the problems� If they are 
Involved with the participants, they may get tn over 
their heuda and ftOLSlder amid hemec:I 08DBl88 or 
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waste away during the cold war periods, when 
members are giving the other side a chance to cool 
off or growing through a process of self-examination. 

We have a right to be happy today and feel good 
about NA. Sooner or later we all make mistakes, 
especially when something we love Is at stake. 
Without spiritual prtnclples to guide us, we will take 
measures to ensure against loss of what we love and 
this generally leads to a real mesa. It Is not the 
purpose or function of our service committees or 
sarvice structure to keep NA alive. Thank Godl No 
service cornntttee in the wortd can keep even one 
addict clean. Only another member who cares can 
do that The.mgst Important and only �. 
service we can perform ts that of personat �
dlrecUy fllllng the need of another addict who needs 
our help. It has been said that we don't even need a 
service structure. ThJs might seem to be true for 
some rugged individuaUsts at times in their r&CCN8rY, 
but where WOUid they be If there had been no hoUlne. 
no H&I meeting, no literature, no meeting directory, 
no meeting or no member willing to talk to them 
when they first came In. We have needs as members 
and as groups which we would have to go to same
trouble to meet without our NA S8MC8 structlBe. 
Through NA we each pay a pan of the price It takas 
to get our service needs mat. We can all feel good 
about our s8IVlce effort Our trusted servanfstai<e 
the_emotfonm and f1nan1;$1i �� we g�� 
transform it Into something wond'aifut. 0� crises 
it mgt,t help to comment on the fact that without the 
� of the Fellowship at NA. our servaia' 
Wotid be on the street a� This makes them truty 
our servants. It Is our trust which makes them":: 
trusteQ. o�g difffcutt periods. It can be.dJfflcull to 
figure out who is on the power trip, the group or the 
i�Mcfuals. Certainty wllhout 1he group, the"' 

Individual doesn't�-a.chance ·buihow about the 
group? A group which doesn't SUpport good:, 
� may haw to go awhle Without the things
wtich help other groups. areas and regions prosper 
untl they figlft out hcM·bad1y they need ri' 
Individual's talents and �- The group can't have 
servants �nd what they are able to encoumga 
and support. 

lbll ardcla hu doalt with tho toollnge of cur 
rnemb8tw and soma of the Weractiol• which affect 



our NA unity. As long as we can remember who we 
are. what we are. and where we came from. just that 

long wUI we be able to be grateful for what we have 
today through NA. We are facing many changes 
today in NA but the Twelve Steps haven't changed 
and neither have the traditions. None of us has to 
face our problems alone. In a sense, we are still 
doing what we recovering addicts have always done: 
learning to use the resources available to us In NA to
help ourselves and others live a better life clean. The 
traditJons allow us to maintain the spiritual nature of 
our program and focus our energies on recovery 
from addiction. They keep us from being troubled by 
things which have nothing to do With NA The source 
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of our unity is the feeling within each of us refleded 
a1 the group levet This teaing reflects our gratitude 
and spiritual growth. It Is the kna.vledge within that 
everything Is going to be okay; no matter What this 
one does or that one. however any partJcular Item Is 
voted on, who gets elected. whatever trouble we may 

be having, there wiM sdi be some NA members to sit 
around with and say "Let's get on with the meeting: 
Recovery and the good feelings inside w�· � to 
share In meetings and with each other wffl always be 
the keys to NA and our sense of unify. 

(Reprinted from Newsline Vol. 1 ,  No. 6A.) 




